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Author's response to reviews:

Major revisions (We require the author to make these changes)

Additional files - All additional files must be mentioned in the text, or removed from the system.
> We have removed the additional files as requested.

Minor revisions (We can make these changes on resubmission, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above).

Abstract - please change Methods to Methods/Design in both the manuscript and the submission system.
> Done

Methods - please rename this main heading Methods/design
> Done

Keywords/wordcount - please remove all of this information from the Abstract.
> Done

Objectives - please make this a minor subheading, rather than a main section heading.
> Done

Figure 2 - please move the text `Adapted from...' to the figure legends section.
> Done
Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions as this is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make changes after acceptance.

We have uploaded what we consider to be the final version of the manuscript.